Triggerguard, sand cast brass..............................#TG-MA-92-B or S
A later Lancaster County style triggerguard, suitable for a “golden age era” longrifle made during the 1790-1820 period. This guard is a copy of an original by Melchior Fordney, a famous Lancaster maker whose rifles are distinctive for their wrists decorated with a flat checkering pattern.
#TG-MA-92-B    triggerguard, sand cast brass    only $10.50
#TG-MA-92-S    triggerguard, sand cast nickel silver only $17.99

We offer other variations of buttplates and triggerguards that are not shown in this catalog. From early flintlock, late percussion, single shot cartridge, schuetzen and shotguns.

Visit our web site at:
www.trackofthewolf.com

Triggerguard, sand cast brass or nickel silver .......#TG-K-4-B or S
A larger triggerguard, in Lebanon County style, with a wider and longer bow to admit larger fingers or double set triggers, if desired. Select brass or nickel silver. Most original longrifles have brass trim.
#TG-K-4-B    triggerguard, sand cast brass    only $12.50
#TG-K-4-S    triggerguard, sand cast nickel silver only $13.50